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Documentation for DIY tasks serve as codified project knowledge and help makers reach new understandings and appreciations
for the artifact. Engaging in reflective processes using the documentation can be challenging when it comes to physical objects
as the documentation and the artifact exist separately. We hypothesize that spatially associating the documentation information
with the artifact can provide richer contextualization to reflect upon the artifact and design process. We implemented and evaluated
Documented, a web application that helps makers associate documentation to 3D printed objects. Information can be embedded using
printed tags spatially placed on the model and accessed using mobile AR. Our study highlights the different strategies participants had
for organizing, embedding, and retrieving information. Informed by our results, we discuss how the coupling of the documentation
and the artifact can support reflection and identify potential barriers that need further investigation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Access to tools for making, such as 3D printers and laser cutters, is empowering an increasingly diverse audience to
create artifacts [2]. People from different backgrounds and varying levels of technical skills are creating a wide range of
projects, such as building furniture, jewelry and smart interactive devices [6]. Makers commonly share their projects
and the lessons that they learn with the broader community via online documentation platforms, such as Craftster,
Ravelry, and Instructables [12] or through physical zines (e.g., [7]). In such contexts, documentation serves as codified
project knowledge. They include information such as the step-by-step procedure that the maker followed to create the
artifact, their design decisions, materials list, and a more high-level discussion of the insights gained from engaging
with the problem. Knowledge seekers reflect upon these documents either directed by a purpose, or an outcome or both,
to reach new understandings and appreciation for the project. Upon reflection, they can learn about the design rationale,
recognize values embedded in the object, and identify things that worked during the iterative design process [16, 30].

While makers can benefit from reflecting upon the documentation, engaging in such reflective processes can be
challenging when it comes to physical objects. For example, consider the following scenario. Alice, a hobbyist maker,
visits her local makerspace during an open house. She picks up and explores objects made by other makers and wants
to learn more about how they were made and why certain design decisions were taken. However, she is unable to
fully understand the design process simply by looking at the object. In such a scenario, Alice would either have to
talk to the creators of the objects or access the companion documentation when available. Since makers typically post
documentation for do-it-yourself (DIY) projects on online forums, Alice would have to first search for the information
and then mentally map design details to the object in hand to support her reflection process. Such a process would
be time-consuming and cognitively difficult [9]. Additionally, to engage in such reflective processes, Alice would also
need access to good quality documentation, which is not always available due to the large variation in documentation
practices in the maker community [31].

As an alternative to the above scenario, we propose creating an opportunity wherein the objects’ creators can couple
the documentation with the object and do so in a consistent manner (such as a spatial association). Such coupling can
benefit the knowledge seeker to easily access the information and support reflection by exploring the object in the
context of the details. In this paper, we present and study a novel tool, Documented, with the aim of understanding the
benefits and limitations of spatial coupling and richer contextualization for exploring documentation information in
the context of digitally fabricated objects.

Benefits of tight coupling and richer contextualization for supporting reflective practices have been previously
studied in the literature on Tangible User Interfaces (e.g., [8, 11, 17, 18]) and craft practices (e.g., [21]). For example,
researchers have used AR tagging to provide in-situ information about artifacts in a museum [1]. However, such
approaches have been typically applied as a post-processing step and do not account for the dynamic authoring of
such information when creating the artifact. In the real world, we see such coupling of information in manufactured
objects with often explicit information encoded on them (e.g., metrics on a measuring cup). Such encoding is limited
by the amount of human-readable information that can fit onto the object without interfering with its function. By
extension, barcodes and QR codes are also prevalent and of clear utility, but they do not indicate the type of information
they contain or what they pertain to. Documented builds on these examples by supporting the encoding of design and
fabrication-relevant information directly with the object of interest supported by the fabrication technique, for example,
directly 3D printing the information on the object.
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We began our research by studying current documentation formats for DIY activities by conducting artifact analy-
sis [14], interviews, and brainstorming sessions with makers. Informed by these insights, we developed Documented,
which is a web-based application where users can connect text, pictures, videos, and other digital file formats to 3D
modelled tags that are then embedded onto a 3D model of the physical object. People can access the information
associated with the tags using mobile AR. To evaluate the prototype system, a study was conducted where makers were
asked to try out the tool and explore some examples of pre-built projects. Overall, the participants were positive about
Documented-like tools and highlighted some strategies for using such tools for organizing, embedding, and retrieving
information. Informed by these results, we discuss three things that makers reflect upon when creating and interacting
with physically embedded documentation: (a) open-endedness versus structured documents, (b) object aesthetics and (c)
ways to personalize information sharing. We also briefly speculate and discuss different scenarios we imagine wherein
such physically embedded documentation formats can be beneficial.

This paper’s contributions include: (1) an expanded understanding of current documentation practices gained
by artifact analysis, interviews and brainstorming sessions with makers, (2) a prototype system, Documented, that
provides a novel approach to interacting with an object’s documentation, and (3) the lessons we learned from evaluating
Documented, that provide insights into potential ways of using digital fabrication to create interactive documentation.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our research draws from example projects broadly in the domain of DIY activities such as fabrication, crafts, and
physical computing projects, and looks at the different types of documentation that makers create and share.

2.1 Online Documentation

Documentation takes many forms in the online realm, ranging from blogs to project repositories in online commu-
nities. One popular online community for sharing documentation is Instructables [32]. On this platform, a typical
documentation includes several levels of detail, such as step-by-step textual descriptions that explain the ‘how-to’,
photographs of the materials and artifact, videos that show the construction process and how the object is used, as
well as companion digital files to help others replicate the work [26]. Make:Projects [19] is another online platform
that is similar to Instructables, but instead of providing makers with a template consisting of fixed input fields, it gives
them the creative freedom to write their documentation similar to blogs. A related online platform is Build in Progress
which focuses on storytelling rather than instruction [27]. It allows users to create non-linear documentation of their
design journey, focusing on delivering a transparent representation of the maker’s process over the product. Lastly,
even though YouTube is not considered primarily a documentation platform, many makers use it as a way to showcase
their projects in a video format. For instance, most of the other platforms that enable sharing of videos usually link to
a video uploaded on YouTube. In all of these online documentation formats, viewers can download, like, share, ask
questions, and comment to share their appreciations and insights.

Kuznetsov and Paulos [12] who conducted a study to explore the purpose of some such online communities, found
that makers are motivated to join them because it enables them to learn more by teaching and sharing with others.
However, other studies have pointed out that accessing and using such documentation can be challenging. For example,
Torrey et al. [25] who looked at the challenges of communicating the making process through How-To instructions,
found that users find it difficult to search for online documentation because makers, especially novices, do not often
know the names of the tool, material, or technique used to create the object. Similarly, Wakkary et al. [31] have
highlighted that inconsistencies and lack of information in online tutorials make it difficult for people to learn from
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them. In our work, we further explored these challenges in interviews with makers and studied the strengths and
limitations of coupling information with the object for easier access, and identified approaches to structure information
to ensure consistency for sharing without necessarily enforcing a template such as input fields.

2.2 Physically Embedded Documentation

Researchers have explored the benefits of physically representing data (e.g., [4, 9]). In the context of digital fabrication,
some techniques have been developed to embed data. For example, Travis Rich has demonstrated how data can be
visualized using 3D printing and laser cutting in the form of textures, which in post-processing can be detected using a
mobile application [20]. While such projects show how data can be visually embedded on physical artifacts, the focus
of these projects is not on coupling documentation information with the artifact.

There are two main projects that are relevant to our work, Process Products [29] and Spyn [21]. Tseng and Tsai
developed Process Products [29], where they focused on capturing changes across different iterations of a design
and visually embedding those iterations into the digitally fabricated objects. In one of their examples, the different
iterations of an object are laser cut as different pieces and stacked on top of each other. While this project identifies the
opportunity in physically representing aspects of design documentation, it does not expand upon how other types
of documentation information (e.g., videos or pictures) can be associated with the artifact. In our work, we focus on
exploring ways to embed documentation information without limiting the types or amount of information that is being
documented.

Rosner and Ryokai developed Spyn, an application for crafters to embed stories into knitted objects [21]. In Spyn,
the crafter uses a yarn with infrared ink to add tags to the crafts, which the craft’s receivers can then detect using their
cell phones and playback recorded stories that the crafter left for them. Spyn focused on building a communication link
between the object’s crafter and receiver and enabled the receiver to not only reflect upon the the physical material
aspects such as the object’s material and colour, but they could also learn more from the attached texts, pictures, audios,
and video recordings. Their study found that Spyn prompted greater appreciation for both the creator’s efforts and
the craft process. Our work is inspired by Spyn’s idea of connecting different formats of information with the object.
However, Spyn’s primary focus was on supporting social relationships that people have with handcrafted artifacts and
the people for whom they are made, and it does not reflect on how people might organize and share documentation
information.

3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY

We conducted a formative design study to understand makers’ documentation practices, the types of data they capture
during the building process, and how they represent the information. The study consisted of two parts: first, an artifact
analysis was conducted to study common documentation formats that exist in maker communities; second, interviews
and brainstorming sessions were held with professional and hobbyist makers to gather design ideas for tools that
support in-situ exploration of documentation.

3.1 Artifact Analysis

For the artifact analysis, we selected four highly viewed examples of documentation (Figure 2), on the assumption
that they were more likely to have relatively higher-quality documentation and therefore would be good sources for
the analysis. From Instructables, one of Becky Stern’s projects was selected, where she builds an RFID ring using
metalworking techniques and a small RFID tag [23] (Figure 2a). From the Make:Projects website we selected Clarissa
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Fig. 2. Screenshots of four selected artifacts: (a) ‘Silver RFID Ring’ by Becky Stern on Instructable, (b) ‘Make A Secret Light Up
LED Ring’ by Clarissa Kleveno on Make:Projects, (c) ‘Spin Turntable’ by Tiffany Tseng on Building in Process, (d) ‘One Day Builds:
Overengineered Bottle Opener!’ from Adam Savage on YouTube.

Kleveno’s project, where she makes an LED ring that lights up when it is correctly aligned with an electromagnetic
field [10] (Figure 2b). From Build in Progress, Tiffany Tseng’s Spin Turntable was selected, in which she builds a
turntable connected to a mobile phone application and allows makers to create GIFs of their made objects [28]
(Figure 2c). Lastly, from YouTube, we selected Adam Savage’s projects, where he makes a novel over-engineered bottle
opener in collaboration with Laura Kampf, who is another YouTuber and maker [22] (Figure 2d).

We selected an existing questionnaire for conducting the artifact analysis [14] as it offered a wide coverage of what,
how, and why questions. From the list of 50 questions, we selected and made minor modifications to produce a subset
of 30 questions for analyzing the strengths and limitations of the varied documentation formats, types of media used
for sharing information, and ability to access information by an expert or non-expert. The analysis was conducted by
the first author, and he answered all 30 questions for each of the documentation examples selected. These answers were
then qualitatively analyzed by the first author in discussion with the co-authors.

Overall, we found that it was (a) difficult to directly connect the object to some parts of the documentation information,
(b) makers used multiple formats to present information, and there was not much consistency in how the media was
used, and (c) lastly, similar to Wakkary et al. [31] we found that finding information was challenging. For example, by
simply looking at a picture of the project, we could not easily explain all the design decisions, such as why a particular
aspect of the object was designed in a certain way. Images taken using limited camera angles also made it difficult to get
a full overview of the 3D object. However, from looking at the images, we could identify the techniques that were used
for fabrication in some cases. For example, the metal joint on the ring in the ‘Silver RFID Ring’ project visually portrays
the technique used in the ring’s assembly. In all the examples, we found that information about the design process was
presented using multiple media formats, including texts, pictures, videos, and digital files (e.g., CAD design files). Issues
such as the amount of data presented or the structure of the posts made it difficult to access information consistently,
and finding specific design decisions was not straightforward. For example, Becky Stern created a separate video to
explain her inspiration for the project, while Clarissa Kleveno used video only to provide a quick how-to instruction on
building the project. Similarly, Adam Savage’s YouTube no-edit continuous video footage provided rich details, but for
a user to find the information they were looking for and engage in an iterative reflective practice, they would have to
rewind or fast-forward to specific time stamps multiple times. Lastly, to search for information, usually, there was not
an appropriate signpost. For example, Becky Stern’s documentation includes step-by-step information regarding the
how-to, but we could not easily search for the design rationale.
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Fig. 3. Ideas suggested by the participants during the brainstorming session.

3.2 Interviews and Brainstorming Sessions

Informed by the artifact analysis, interviews and brainstorming sessions were held with five professional and hobbyist
makers (3 male and 2 female). The goal of this session was to generate and discuss ideas for coupling documentation-
related information with the physical object. Each participant (P) was asked a series of questions regarding their
documentation practice, and this was followed by a brainstorming session wherein the participants came up with a list
of data they wanted to capture from their design process, ideas for how they might capture those data points, and how
they can be represented in the final built object. Participants were asked to draw a diagram envisioning their ideal
documentation tool and how their final physical object would look like if it were documented using their designed
tool (Figure 3). During the interview, all five participants mentioned that they often document their projects. They
used their documentation to remember how to rebuild their projects (P1), to take note of how they dealt with a specific
material that was being used (P2), or to share their process with their friends (P3).

When asked about how participants felt about associating documentation information with the object, four partici-
pants stated that associating documentation data in-situ with the physical object could be beneficial and argued that it
would help them better understand the documentation. For example, P5 highlighted that "having the physical object
really lets you explore the issue in the way that you would want to view it", and found that photos limit their interaction
as they only allow people to view the object from pre-decided camera angles. P2 proposed the idea of an "engraved

barcode" and mentioned that it could enable adding information like the name of the creator or could link to photos
that inspired his project. P2 also said that adding such information would allow the user of the object to know who
designed the artifact and get a better understanding of why the object was designed the way it was designed.

Regarding the implementation approach to embedding documentation, participants shared two main ideas. First, they
highlighted that different people need to have access to different types of information. For example, P1 said:"not all the
data should be shared with anyone who has access to the physical object". Related to this view, participants also mentioned
that people are usually looking for different levels of details and therefore may need to view and filter information based
on some form of high-level categories of information. For accessing information, four of the participants suggested
using VR techniques. For example, P4 envisioned an AR system that "replays the entire [design] scene" with the ability
for the users to "navigate at different time scales, drill into details and see summary videos of certain processes".

A second theme commonly expressed by the participants was that the embedded information should not interfere
with the physical object’s aesthetic. Participants 1, 2, and 5 proposed using tags that could be embedded in the physical
object. In addition, P2 suggested that underneath the object or hidden inside it, we can place "engraved information

about the materials and software tools". In contract, P1 suggested that visible tags and their shapes could inform the
users about the kind of data they should expect to see when scanning the tags. Lastly, participants added that the tags
could be associated with any type of data.
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3.3 Design Goals

Informed by the lessons learned from the artifact analysis and the ideas generated by the five participants, we developed
a set of design goals to consider for prototyping:

(1) Support Embedding Information in an Unrestricted Manner – From the interview sessions, we learned
that makers require the flexibility to embed documentation information on any surface of the object. They may
decide the spatial location for embedding information based on various factors such as how it affects the look
and feel of the object and also based on their assigned weight of importance for that information.

(2) Allow Multiple Media Formats to be Connected –We learned from the artifact analysis and interviews that
documentation constitutes information shared via multiple media formats such as videos, text, pictures and digital
fabrication files. To support a more holistic reflection process, we think that tools for coupling documentation
information with the physical object should allow makers to input and map multiple media formats.

(3) Support for Different Tag Styles – As identified from the brainstorming sessions, participants value how
the objects look and feel and prefer that the embedded documentation information does not interfere with the
object’s aesthetics. However, participants also highlighted the benefits of embedding information in ways that
can be easily recognized. To support such variations, we recommend that embedding information could be
supported in multiple ways. For example, the information could be engraved or embossed, it could be represented
as abstract patterns that match the texture of the object (e.g., [20]), or when standardization and easy recognition
is important, the patterns could look like standard WIMP icons.

4 DOCUMENTED: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Informed by our design goals, we prototyped Documented, a web-based application that helps makers associate their
documentation information to the objects they are 3D printing (Figure 4). Data is associated with the model using tags
that can be embedded in the print and read using a computer’s webcam. The application consists of three main parts:
associating data to tags (Figure 4b), placing tags on the 3D model for printing (Figure 4c), and data retrieval (Figure 4d).
Documented is implemented using p5 and ML5 JavaScript libraries, and the objects were created using the Prusa i3
MK3S 3D printer.

Fig. 4. Documented web interface: (a) welcome page, (b) page for embedding data, (c) TinkerCAD interface for attaching the tags to
the 3D model, (d) data retrieval page.

4.1 Encoding Data

As a first step to using Documented, users are provided with tags to which documentation data can be associated
(Figure 4b). As such, from a computational standpoint, there is no limit on how many tags can be created. However, in
the current implementation, it was limited to four with the assumption that people would associate one type of media
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Fig. 5. Tested tag types: (a) embossed simple Shapes (b) engraved simple Shapes (c) abstract patterns.

format (video, pictures, audio and text) to one tag each. Another consideration was that if there were too many tags,
then integrating them into the model could begin to interfere with the aesthetics in addition to making it challenging
to develop a consistent mental model for retrieving information. To each tag, makers can associate single or multiple
pieces of information based on their preferences for organizing information (Design Goal 2).

We intended to create tags that would be both human-readable and machine-detectable (Design Goal 3). Unlike
Spyn [21], which uses infrared tags and thus not human-readable, we were inspired by Rich’s technique [20] and used
3D printing to create tags. The use of 3D printing to create tags also creates a seamless process since the maker can
continue to use the same fabrication machine with which they are creating the object as opposed to introducing a
different process such as creating separate barcode labels and sticking them on. Unlike Rich [20] however, we did not
use object texture to serve as tags as not all objects use multiple textures, thus limiting the number of unique tags that
can be created by the maker. We instead created recognizable shapes and patterns and tested three types (Figure 5).

In the first set, we created simple embossed shapes placed on square pieces of material (Figure 5a). In the second type,
simple shapes were engraved (Figure 5b), and we found this allowed more details to be added to the tag. For instance,
the text object was more clearly visible when engraved. Finally, for the third type, abstract patterned tags were tested
(Figure 5c). However, this attempt was not completely successful due to the limited accuracy of the printer. Of the 12
tags designed, 8 had to be printed on at least 2 cm x 2 cm square tags, unlike the other two types of tags, which could
be printed on 1 cm x 1 cm tags.

4.2 Embedding Tags

After associating information to tags, the users are navigated to a 3D modelling sketch in TinkerCAD, a 3D CAD
design tool [5], to place the tags on the object (Figure 4c). Users can drag and drop the tags to different locations on the
model and can also make them larger or smaller. When this step is complete, makers can export the model in formats
appropriate for 3D printing and print the model. The motivation for this step is to help makers plan how they want to
organize their documentation. For example, makers may select to document the design decisions by the different parts
of the objects and accordingly place the tags on the different model parts, or they may wish to organize by perceived
level of importance and decide to place some tags visibly on the surface of the objects and place others on the bottom.

4.3 Retrieving Data

Finally, users can retrieve and reflect upon the documentation by using a webcam to scan the tags, which displays the
associated information on the screen (Figure 4d). We used Google’s Teachable Machine [15] to create machine learning
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models to recognize the tags. The algorithm calculates the probability of each match and selects the item with the
highest confidence rating.

The three tag types were tested in order to identify which tags would be consistently detected by the webcam. We
trained the algorithm using 200 pictures of each of the tags in different lighting conditions. The tests found that the
pattern tags could not be consistently recognized. Of the 12 shape tags, four tags were distinct enough to be detected
with high accuracy. These included a circle, a semi-circle, a triangle, and a star. Hence, these shapes were selected for
the current system implementation. Since this work’s focus was not on developing efficient computer vision algorithms,
we did not conduct further testing of tag shapes and patterns and is an area for future work.

4.4 Example

In this section, we describe one concrete example of a persona, Brian, using the system. Brian teaches fabrication at
a Design School. To show examples of 3D printing to his students, he built a few mini amplifiers that he could pass
around the class. He documented his project by making a note of step-by-step procedures. He has audio recordings of
his thoughts from the brainstorming phase, pictures of his making process, and many CAD files demonstrating the
different variations of the project. He decides to use Documented to create an in-situ documentation so that students
can read the documentation while they are exploring the object using their hands.

When Brian started to use Documented, he realized that he could not simply post all the information he had gathered
and had to come up with an information organization scheme. Brian saw that the system had four tags that he could
use for organizing his information and so decided to divide his documentation information based on the four main
parts of the amplifier model. Using the interface, he attached pictures of the circuit board to the circle tag, an illustrator
file for the curved corner to the semi-circle tag, a description of how he placed the power connection to the triangle tag,
and an image of the speaker grill that inspired him to the star tag (Figure 4b). Next, he was redirected to a TinkerCAD
sketch where he imported the 3D model of his amplifier. In this sketch, he found 3D models of the four tags he had
used previously and placed them on the model by their corresponding spatial location, e.g., semi-circle tag containing
information about printing corners was placed on the corner of the 3D model (Figure 4c). He then exported his model
with the tags as an STL file and sent it to the 3D printer. Finally, on the day of his teaching, he distributed the amplifier
models to his students, who then, using mobile AR, read about the documentation information and explored the model
in their hand to better understand the design process (Figure 4d).

5 EVALUATION

We conducted a study to learn about how users interact with documentation information embedded into 3D printed
artifacts and identify potential advantages and limitations of these artifacts in facilitating a reflective experience.

5.1 Procedure

With ethics approval from our institution, 12 volunteer participants (6 male and 6 female) were invited on a first-come-
first-serve basis. These participants were either members of our university or came from local makerspaces. Prior to the
study, participants completed a pre-study demographic questionnaire. We found that, on average, our participants had
more than 6 years (min of 3 years) of experience in creating projects through woodworking, using electronics to build
wearables, product design and creating data visualizations. Two-thirds of the participants documented more than 50%
of their projects, with the rest documenting around 10% of their projects.
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Fig. 6. 3D printed models used in the study.

During the evaluation session, participants were introduced to and interacted with Documented via four pre-built
objects, versions of an amplifier box with: 1) embossed tags placed underneath the object (Figure 6a)), 2) engraved
tags placed underneath the object (Figure 6b), 3) embossed tags placed on different model locations (Figure 6c), and 4)
engraved tags placed on different mode locations (Figure 6d).

Participants in the study completed all steps necessary to use Documented - selecting tags, assigning information,
placing tags on a 3D model and retrieving the information, with the exception of printing new models due to the
time-intensive nature of 3D printing. We also provided them access to previously gathered documentation materials so
as to use the evaluation time to focus on system use and critique. The materials consisted of 1) audio recordings that
verbally discussed critical design decisions that were made during the design process, 2) pictures of every step of the
building process, 3) videos of other projects that had inspired this project, 4) digital files containing the 3D model and
SVG files, and 5) a text file that contained information about the project’s objective, inspiration, background information,
tools and materials used, step-by-step instructions for replicating the project, and an evaluation of the final design.

While participants interacted with Documented, they also answered a series of semi-structured interview questions
regarding the strengths and limitations of the concept and the prototype. Finally, at the end of the session, participants
were asked to fill out a short questionnaire on self-reflection. We modified an existing questionnaire that is based on a
study on the impact of data physicalization for reflection [24]. The questions primarily focused on asking participants
about how the object itself afforded reflection and also how the proposed documentation style supported reflection.

5.2 Data Analysis

Each of the sessions was video recorded for posterior qualitative analysis. The video recordings were then transcribed
and analyzed in order to identify emergent themes for participant’s responses. We looked for both comments on
participants’ interactions with the system and those related to the prototype’s ability to help people engage in reflection
using the documentation information.

5.3 Results

Overall, participants described their experiences using our system as "insightful", "entertaining", "less intimidating"

and "meaningful". In particular, P2 said that if documentation were this "engaging", they would have gone through
more documentation in the past. Similar to Spyn [21], it was found that our participants felt that the association of
information with the object helped them better appreciate the product and its creation process. For example, P3 strongly
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agreed that the system provided rich contextualization as it allowed them to use "different senses" to interact with the
object, with the "tactile" aspect really being helpful.

One common issue highlighted by participants was that they found it quite challenging to use the front-facing webcam
on the computer to retrieve information. It was found to be cumbersome, and P9 stated that they felt uncomfortable
with the camera pointing at their face.

In addition to these high-level takeaways, the results shed light on a number of strategies people had for interacting
with our system, described below.

5.3.1 Data Organization. Participants were asked to consider how they would associate documentation information to
the provided tags and to provide a rationale for their decisions. We noted that participants had four main strategies
for data organization by: 1) media type (video, photo, audio, and text); 2) design process stages (ideation, iteration,
instructional steps, and evaluation); 3) categories based on fields (e.g., engineering and design tasks) and 4) spatial
location (i.e., grouping data related to specific parts of the object).

Participants 2, 3, 4, and 10 said that they would prefer to categorize the data based on media type and stated that they
currently follow the same structure digitally. For example, P10 pointed out that during their documentation process,
they "put all their documentation into separate folders based on the media", and this helps them navigate through the
information more easily. When asked which types of tags they would use for representing media type, while P3 was
happy with using simple shapes used in the current system, P10 said that it would be nice to have tags that look similar
to icons, for instance, a camera icon to represent photos.

Participants 1, 5, 6, and 12 suggested organizing the data based on the different design process stages. Examples of
these categories included "how-to", "inspiration", "testing", and "iterations". Again this was based on prior practices, and
P6 added that this is the type of data that they wanted to know more about and perhaps others too.

Participants 8 and 11 suggested organizing the data based on fields of expertise. Similar to P1,5,6,12, they saw the
overall project creation process as consisting of a number of segments, but rather than focusing on the individual
segments (such as inspiration or testing), they had a more abstract high-level task categorization that related to how
they approach the project. For example, P11 spoke about two high-level categories that related to the "engineering"
aspects of the project and the "design decisions".

Although initially participants were focused on finding an organization logic purely based on the data they were
provided, upon interacting with the system and noticing they could place the tags on the 3D model, they started
considering scenarios where the data could be spatially organized. All participants found that the spatial connection
between the documentation information and a physical object could be very beneficial. For example, P7 suggested that:
"if there is something important about the functionality [of a part of the object] or the making process, I want to document

about this specific part. So probably the tag will go here [pointing at a specific part of the object]". In contrast, P5 and P11
mentioned that they would not be interested in spatial tagging if an object was meant to be used daily and would rather
"hide the tags underneath" (P11). However, from the perspective of viewing documentation, they agreed that the spatial
connection provided them with a "new" and "faster" way of accessing the information.

5.3.2 Tag Location. Another design decision we experimented with was tag placement locations. In the study objects,
participants saw tags located either on the visible surface or the bottom surface of the object (Figure 7). Using this as a
starting point, we asked (a) how participants would like to place the tags if they were adding them to a product versus
(b) on a model used for the sole purpose of sharing documentation information.
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When it came to the placement of the tags on products that might be commercially sold, all participants wanted the
tags to be hidden by strategically placing them in a location on the object that will not be visible at first glance. This
was primarily motivated by their need to maintain object aesthetics, e.g. P8 said that the tags should not "clash with the

design". P12 suggested an alternative idea wherein we might use stickers rather than embedded tags so that the sticker
can be taken of the object when the user had completed exploring the documentation.

In contrast, when it came to placing tags on 3D models used for sharing documentation information (as in a scenario
similar to our example in section 4.4), all participants wanted the tags to be fully visible and placed at strategic points
on the object. Clustering of tags was also a suggested option, and they reasoned that such clusters could help the viewer
know how much information was available, e.g., "there are 4 pieces of important information that they need to know".

5.3.3 Reflection Questionnaire Results. Overall, all 12 participants found the experience of using in-situ documentation
helpful to different extents. P11, who was supportive of our concept, mentioned that they going forward, would modify
their documentation format to emphasize "some kind of connection" between the object and documentation information.
A summary of the results from the post-study questionnaire is shown in Figure 7.

10 out of the 12 participants agreed that after using Documented to explore the object’s documentation, they gained
a deeper understating of the object (median 4.2, n=12). P6 noted that the understanding gained helped them to more
easily challenge the object and the design decisions made. P3 highlighted that it made it easier for them to visualize the
fabrication technique that was used, for example, the laser cut hinge of the amplifier, they felt that this way got a better
understanding of "when to use it". Participants disagreed with some of the questions, for example, questions related to
critical reflections. P9 commented that the amount of time spent exploring the documentation was limited, and hence
they could not comment on if this new approach supported critical reflections.

6 DISCUSSION

From this project, we learned that in-situ documentation could help people reflect on three main aspects of the object
and its corresponding creation process.

6.1 Reflections on Documentation Structure

Overall, from the artifact analysis and evaluation, we learned that makers tend to organize their documentation per
their own preferred styles. When using online platforms, makers use templates such as those provide by Instructables
or create completely open-ended documents such as blogs. However, lack of consistency in how information is shared
brings to light issues people may have when they try to access it for engaging in reflective practices [25].

In online documentation, people have the creative freedom to post in a format that they prefer, and users can try to
search for things using keywords or look for sign-posts (such as section headings) when they exist. In addition, a single
online document presents the reader with all the information in one place, making it easier to navigate without losing
the overall context [26]. However, in a system like Documented, wherein information from one tag is shown at a time
(current implementation limitation), people would have to cognitively stitch different pieces of information together
to form a mental image of the entire documentation. In addition, performing a search can be cumbersome as people
would have to rotate the object several times while also remembering where specific parts of the information were
embedded [33].

In contrast, if the preferred style is not open-ended but instead a more structured format, then we think that
physically embedding documentation can perform better. Literature has highlighted that structured documents help
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Fig. 7. Results of theQuestionnaire on Reflection.

people better reflect on an object or a file [3]. In the case of physically embedded documentation, such structure is
implicitly enforced. At the most basic level, this is enforced because the maker has to consciously engage in the task of
assigning information to tags before printing the object. Although theoretically multiple tags and therefore multiple
categories can be generated by the software and the maker, physically there is a constraint on how many tags can be
meaningfully placed on the model, thus requiring the maker to pick an organization format with limited categories. An
organization scheme that holds most potential is spatial mapping. As suggested by our participants, the contextual
information provided by spatial association can help users hone in to the specific details. For example, if documentation
related to a tag embedded in the ear of a 3D bunny said that the creator used increased speeds and reduced filament
flow rate for printing, then by seeing the object, the user can verify and reflect upon the effects of such printer settings.

6.2 Reflections on Object Aesthetic

Aesthetics is an important design consideration for professional designers and makers. By embedding information in the
form of tags, such aesthetic considerations may be compromised. Informed by this, we recognize that the physicalization
of documentation information requires additional features and tools to be developed that help makers consider their
aesthetics-related decisions in the light of the documentation information they want to share.

Our participants highlighted that when an object is a commercial product or serves a more professional purpose, they
prefer to strategically hide the tags so as to not affect the aesthetics of the object. Partially the issue of aesthetics of tags
is a result of the printer capabilities, i.e., higher resolution printers can print better quality tags that can more seamlessly
blend with the object’s design. Extending this idea, we may look to work by Rich [20] who mapped information to the
texture of the object, which can work when objects constitute parts with different textures such as a vase or a hand-tool.
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A third option is to print the tags as removable components, which is unlike current online or book-based document
options which are permanent entities. With removable tags, documentation could be viewed as ephemeral materials
that last only when the person wants to engage in reflection, thereby creating a more dynamic object that can be both
information and design rich. Such techniques can also enable the makers to update their documentation information to
create a more alive document that can continue to engage people in reflection each time they interact with it.

Interactions with our participants also revealed that in some scenarios, they may prefer to have a separate object just
for documentation purposes, and in such cases, they prefer to embed the tags more visibly, placing less emphasis on
the aesthetics. A similar observation was made by Tseng et al. [29], who found that objects with physically visualized
process information were considered scraps. To facilitate such use cases, several design considerations can be made. For
example, building on the concept of documentation as an ephemeral material, we may consider printing documentation
objects with recyclable filaments so that they can be discarded. Ideas like this could be useful for educational contexts,
such as for an Industrial Design class where students can produce artifacts with embedded documentation information
and then recycle the project at the end of the term. Alternatively, when makers would like to keep the object, for
example, when a maker or a group of makers would like to build a library of their projects for scenarios such as hosting
an open house at a makerspace, objects with embedded documentation can facilitate richer discussions.

6.3 Reflections on Documentation Personalization

As discussed in the previous sections, participants came up with different options for how to categorize documentation
data and how to place the tags on the artifact. In addition to that, from our brainstorming sessions, we found that
makers also wanted to be given a chance to choose what parts of the documentation to share and with whom. Some
preferred to separate what could be visible to the general public from information that should be visible to other makers.

One challenge with offering that level of personalization when it comes to online documentation is that the maker
would have to createmultiple versions of the same file before sharing the details. Similarly, in static physical visualizations
of data [13, 24], the permanency of the data embedded in the objects cannot be changed. In contrast, when systems
allow combining physical with the digital, such as the case in Documented, we can offer control by enabling the creators
of the object to hide and make visible information per their requirements. For example, it is possible to leverage the
Documented interaction pipeline and add access level controls for tags such that some tags would show full details only
to employees of a company or friends and family.

Another aspect related to personalization is regarding the style of tags. As discussed previously, it is possible to
create a number of varied human-readable tags. However, as highlighted by P12 during the evaluation, such creative
freedom could become a barrier if the users are not provided with a legend, and they mentioned, "but if that [the tags] is
mentioned beforehand, then it probably solves the problem". In our current system, people cannot design their own tags.
However, going forward, it would be important to consider this aspect and include a step on legend building in the
documentation authoring process.

6.4 Potential Usage Scenarios

Through Documented we demonstrated an approach where the tangible representation (tags) allows the physical
embodiment (3D printed object) to be directly coupled to dynamic bits (editable documentation), thus creating an
opportunity for users to interact with and learn from information-rich objects. In this paper, we focused on developing
an example tool and demonstrated its implementation using 3D printing. We did not demonstrate the applications of
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our approach and the use of other techniques for making. While these are directions for future work, in this section, we
speculate a few scenarios where we think that in-situ documentation can serve to be useful.

One use case related to teaching fabrication using objects with embedded documentation was previously discussed in
section 4.4. An extended use case for teaching contexts is using such objects to support design critique sessions, wherein
it is important to look at and explore the objects produced in relation to additional information presented by the authors.
However, such critique presentations suffer an inconsistency in information sharing similar to online documentation,
making it difficult to compare and contrast different approaches students take to complete an assignment. In such
scenarios, instructors can ask students to prepare a presentation using information-rich objects with details attached to
all important parts of the model, thereby making it easy to talk about two or more similar objects. Another relevant
context is gift sharing as demonstrated by Spyn [21], wherein objects with embedded information can provide more
context for understanding the rich technical journey of the creators.

We also think that our approach could be useful for mass-manufactured objects (e.g., IKEA furniture parts or everyday
devices such as coffee lids). Products such as IKEA pieces embedded with documentation information can provide
in-situ support for tasks such as assembling furniture while also reveal to users insights on specialty design concepts
such as modular designs. In everyday contexts, people can pick up objects such as scissors or utensils and learn more
about how the objects were designed and by whom. As such, the concept of creating tags and embedding information is
not only limited to 3D printing but can be extended to any other digital workflow such as laser cutting or CNC, where
unlike additively creating tags using 3D prints, tag shapes and symbols can be formed by subtracting from the materials.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we explore ways documentation information can be spatially associated with digitally fabricated objects.
We conducted formative research through artifact analysis, and interviews and brainstorming sessions with hobbyist
and professional makers and gained insights into makers’ current documentation practices. Overall, we learned that by
spatially connecting the artifact to documentation information, makers can gain more contextualized information, which
can help them reflect on the creation process and the artifact. Informed by our formative research, we identified three
preliminary design principles for embedding documentation information within 3D printed objects. As an instantiation
of our design principles, we implemented Documented, which is a web-based application that offers a novel approach to
interacting with in-situ documentation information. We evaluated Documented and gained insights about the strengths
and limitations of our prototype as well as its ability to engage makers in a reflective documentation process. Overall,
we found that associating documentation information with physical tags that get embedded in the printed object helps
people reflect on three aspects of the process and the object: (a) documentation structure, (b) object’s aesthetics and (b)
personalization of information sharing and appearance.

As a first step, in this paper, we discuss how people might embed documentation information. In the near future, we
are interested in exploring how people might use such documentation styles to support knowledge creation, including
developing new skills, building new theories, and evaluating design decisions [16]. After addressing some of the current
implementation limitations (e.g., support for collecting documentation data, multiple tag detection and testing other
tag styles), we are interested in examining the application of our prototype in varied contexts. We are interested in
examining how students might use our prototype in educational contexts to develop and transfer knowledge. We would
also like to explore how such documentation might be perceived by users of mass-manufactured objects in the home
contexts, for example, by embedding information such as instructions to construct and deconstruct IKEA furniture.
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